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Multiwavelength fiber lasers based on hybrid Brillouin–Raman gain configuration supported by Rayleigh scattering effect have attracted significant research interest due to the large numbers of channel generation from a single light source. When narrow bandwidth Brillouin gain combines with broad bandwidth Raman gain, hundreds of channels would be generated. In multiwavelength Brillouin–Raman fiber laser (MBRFL) architectures, dispersion compensated fiber is utilized as the nonlinear gain media. When a single laser launches into a distributed Raman gain area, it grows very fast through stimulated Raman scattering, and when it acquires threshold condition, it is back-scattered through nonlinear Brillouin and Rayleigh effects, inelastically and elastically inside the gain media respectively. After scattered lights experience amplification through stimulated Raman and Brillouin amplification, they saturate and consequently back-scatter once more. This phenomenon is dubbed as self-feedback-
seeding-effect which is the main principle of MBRFL generation. Normally, the other nonlinear effects such as four waves mixing is assisted by distributed Raman amplifier which generates self-lasing cavity modes that lead to the formation of turbulent waves. The interaction between laser cavity lines and the turbulent waves causes spectral broadening of laser lines that has a direct impact on the quality of Brillouin Stokes lines in terms of Stokes-optical signal to noise ratio (S-OSNR). In this work, it is proven that utilizing large effective area fiber (LEAF) in MBRFL enhances the S-OSNR of Brillouin Stokes lines effectively. Consequently, LEAF is used in the aim of suppressing the noise. In all the experiments which have done in this work, Brillouin pump power is fixed on higher level (8 dBm) due to producing the higher stimulated Brillouin scattering. However Raman pump power and Raman pump direction are two critical features which are studied in this thesis, since they play significant role in the MBRFL characteristics performances. Generation of flat amplitude MBRFL comprises higher number of channels with acceptable S-OSNR utilizing a single frequency Raman pump is the main objective of this research. Investigation and improvement of the characteristics of MBRFL utilizing LEAF is another aim of this work. In this work the optical characteristic performances of generated MBRFL output spectrum at three different configuration; conventional-MBRFL (CON-MBRFL), double-pass MBRFL (DP-MBRFL) and new forward-backward scattering combination-MBRFL (FBSC-MBRFL) are investigated at different Raman pump powers and directions. It is obtained that the forward pumping scheme of CON-MBRFL configuration capable to produce flat amplitude MBRFL with 20 GHz channels spacing. Maximum 322 channels with
acceptable average S-OSNR about 16 dB has been created with this structure, when 1525 nm Brillouin pump wavelength is launched into the linear cavity. In addition, 258 channels with 26 dB SOSNR, excellent uniformity, identical Stokes peak power and linewidth are generated via utilizing backward-Raman pumping scheme of DP-MBRFL configuration. Moreover, it is found that the new configuration FBSC-MBRFL is capable to enhance the Stokes lines count to 700 channels while a single forward-Raman pumping scheme is applied with 1 W power.
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Laser gentian pelbagai jarak gelombang berdasarkan konfigurasi gandaan hibrid Brillouin-Raman yang disokong oleh serakan Rayleigh telah menarik perhatian signifikan disebabkan oleh penjanaan bilangan besar saluran dari satu sumber laser. Apabila gandaan lebar jalur Brillouin yang sempit bergabung dengan gandaan lebar jalur Raman yang luas, ratusan saluran dapat dijanakan. Dalam laser gentian pelbagai jarak gelombang Brillouin-Raman (MBRFL), gentian pampasan penyebaran digunakan sebagai media bukan linear. Apabila satu laser dilancarkan ke kawasan gandaan Raman, ia akan membesar melalui proses rangsangan penyelerakan Raman, dan mencapai keadaan ambang Brillouin di mana ia akan diselerakkan ke arah bertentangan melalui kesan bukan linear Brillouin dan Rayleigh, secara tidak elastik dan elastik masing-masing. Pancaran tersebut akan diselerakkan lagi sekiranya tahap ketepuan dicapai melalui gandaan Raman dan Brillouin. Fenomena ini dikenali sebagai self-feedback-
seeding-effect yang menjadi prinsip asas penjanaan MBRFL. Biasanya, percampuran empat gelombang (FWM) dibantu oleh gandaan edaran Raman yang menjanakan self-lasing cavity mode dan ini akan menyebabkan gelombang bergelora terbentuk. Interaksi antara self-lasing cavity mode dan gelombang bergelora menyebabkan pelebaran jalur laser dan menjejaskan kualiti Brillouin Stokes dari segi nisbah isyarat-hingar (S-OSNR).

rongga linear. Di samping itu, 258 saluran dengan 26 dB S-OSNR, keseragaman cemerlang, kuasa puncak dan jalur lebar Stokes yang serupa telah dicapai dengan skim pam bertentangan arah DP-MBRFL. Kajian ini juga menemui konfigurasi FBSC-MBRFL berjaya menambah bilangan garis Stokes sehingga 700 saluran dengan hanya kuasa 1 W digunakan dari pam berfrekuensi tunggal Raman dalam arah mara.
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